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July 29,2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi 
Chairman 
Base Realignment and Clos~ue Commission 
252 1 Clark Strcet, Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Chairman Principi: 

It has come Lo our attention the Department of Defense may not have properly evaluated 
specific risk assessment data when formulating their list of recomrnendcd base closures. In 
light of the proposal to consolidate the entire B-1 fleet at a military installation susceptible to 
violent weather patterns, we feel it is critical the weather data be properly examined. 

On July 12'~, the Ellsworth Task Forcc provided detailed analysis to the Base Realignment 
and Closure (BRAC) Commission which detailed thc circcts of violent and destructivc 
weather on a proposed consolidated B-1 fleet at Dyess Air Force Base. This paper, "Severe 
Weather Hazard Frequency Comparison Ellsworth AFB vs. Dyess AFB," was compiled for 
the Ellsworth Task Forcc by faculty membe~-s at the South Dakota School of Mines and 
Technology. For your review, we have enclosed a copy of the report. Based on those 
findings, the Ellsworth Taslc Force has developed a more exhaustive analysis of severe 
weather risk assessments titlcd "A Comparison of Severe Wearher Events in the Proximiry of 
Dyess AFB and Ellsworth AFB, " which we have also included for your consideration. 

Based on data from 1950 to April 2005, the report concludes in part: 

". . . It is clcar that there is a significantly greater risk of severe weather at Dyess 
AFB. There is roughly a 6 times greater risk of a tornado at Dyess, the risk of hail 
2.5 inches in diameter or greater nearly 5 times grcater at Dyess than Ellsworth . . . 

"The most increasing comparison is the 12 times greater risk of an F2 or greatcr 
tornado at Dyess while the overall risk of tornadoes of all strengths is about 6 times 
p a l e r .  

"The conclusion from the analysis of validated severe weathcr reports is that Dyess 
AFB has a Ear greater risk of large hail of all sizcs and tornadoes of all typcs when 
compared to Ellsworth AFB. The risk of wind gusts of 75mph or greater, while 
doubled at Dyess, is s~nall in comparison to the substantially greater t h a t  of large 
1x.d and tornadoes - particularly significant (F2 and greater) tornadoes. Clearly, the 
risk of a catastrophic severe thunderstorm is much higher at Dyess, threatening, 
personnel, equipment and facilitics." 
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As both reports clearly demonstrate, consolidating the entire B-1 fleet at a military 
insrallalion prone to unpredictable and violent weather would be wrong for our national 
defense. On numerous occasions fixed and rotary wing assets have been vulnerable to 
destructive weather - most notably by the: tornado that struck Carswell Air Forcc Base in 
Texas on September 1, 1952. That catastrophe resulted in the heaviest loss of Air Force 
bomber aircrafi between World War Il and Operation Linebacker in Vietnam. The twenty- 
five B-36 aircraft heavily damaged or destroyed at Carswell wcre considered to be the 
backbone of Strategic Air Command - much like the B-1 fleet today. 

We strongly believe the Department of Defense substantially deviated from the military 
value criteria governing this round of base closures. There axe considerable risks in basing 
greater than one-third of our long range bomber fleet at one facility - particularIy at a 
hazardous weather location like Dyess. As a result, we are certain the Conmission will 
concur with the analysis provided by the enclosed research and rejeot the recommendation to 
consolidate the B-1B Bomber fleet and close Ellsworth Air Force Base. 
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Severe Weather Hazard Frequency Comparison 
Ellsworth AFB vs. Dyess AFB 

Statistics based on severe weather reports have been compilcd into map form at the 
National Severe Storms Laboratory. See htt~://ww.nssl.noaa.~ov/hazard/ . A review of 
these statistics shows that in spring and summer the Dyess AFB area experiences much 
morc frequent severe weather than the Ellsworth AFB area. 

The National Weather Service classifies a storm as severe if it produces high wi~~ds,  hail, 
or tornadoes. Offen the same storm will produce all three of these phenomena. A storm is 
classified as severe if straight-line winds exceed 50 kts (58 mph), if hail size exceeds %", 
or if a tornado of any severity occurs. Damage to aircraft and facilities on the ground, and 
in the case of hail, lo aircraft in flight, is likely when these criteria are met. At this time, 
neither the dollar value of property losses, nor statistics on injuries and dcaths, are 
involved in classifying a stonn as severe. 

We review here statistics on the frequency of these severe storm phenomena, using charts 
available at the above-referenced web site. These charts, unless otherwise stated, were 
compiled using stom1 reports fiom 1980-1 999. 
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High Winds 

The frequency pcr ycar of severe stonxl magnitude straight-line winds with speed greater 
than 50 kts (58 rnph) within 25 miles of a given point is depicted here. In this type of 
analysis, the problem of multiple reports ofthe same event are factored out. Thc 
frequencies range from Icss than one (black) to greater than 7 (deeper shade of orange) 
wind episodes per year. The red stars indicate the locations of Ellsworth and Dyess Air 
Force Bases. Around Ellsworth the frequency is fairly unifornl and i s  between once and 
twice per year, while Dyess is located in a region with a much s h a r p  gradient in 
fi-equency. Near Dyess, the frequency is in the 3 to 5 times per year range. 

The next chart displays frequency of occurrence of extremely high winds, 65 kt6 (75 
mph) or greater, based on reports fiom I 980-1 994. 
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Ellsworth is in a region experiencing this kind of wind between .5 and .75 times per year, 
while llyess is in thc 1 to 1.25 times per year regime. 

Thus, with respect to high and extremely high st~aigllt-line winds, thc Dyess area 
experiences bath categories of winds about twice as often as the Ellsworth area. 
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Hail 

Thc panel below shows the frequency of occurrence 01 damaging hail (diameters greater 
than %"). 

Ellsworth is in a region experiencing damaging hail between 2 and 3 times per year, 
while Dyess is in a region where the frequency is 5 to 7 times per year. Although %" hail 
is the size at wlich significant damage to metallic vehicles, and roofs, siding and 
windows of structures begins to occur, larger hail causes more severe damage. A 
database spanning 1925-1999 was analyzed for the occurrence of very large hail (2" 
diameter or greater. Thc figure below shows the results of this analysis. 
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Near Ellsworth, hail lhis large occurs once pcr ycar or less, while near Dyess, such largc 
hail is expected twice p a  ycar or more. 

Thus hail large enough to begin to result in significant damage falls more than twice as 
often around Dyess as around Ellsworth, when one looks at even larger hail, the Dyess 
area experiences it more than 3 times as frequently as the Ellsworth area according to 
these analyses. 

An independent analysis, published by certified consulting meteorologist Chris Or. in the 
Rapid City Jounlal on 19 June 2005 looked at the number of reports of hail 2" diameter 
or greater from the two counties surrounding Dyess and two surrounding Ellsworth, from 
1950 - spring 2005. There were 71 reports of such hail around Dyess, and 88 around 
Ellsworth. In this analysis, mul~iple reports of the same storm often occurred, so the ratio 
of reports in the two regons does not truly reflect the ratio of events. 
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Tornadoes 

Tornado frequency is much higher at Dyess than at Ellsworth, as shown below. 

While the Ellsworth area experiences tornadoes about once every otha year, on averagc, 
the Dyess area experiences tornadoes more than once per year. When looking just at v e v  
violent tornadoes the contrast in frequency is even more smn king, as the next f i y r e  
sl1ows. 
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Here is sl~own the frequency of tornadoes classified as F4 or F5 on the 5-level Fuji~a 
scale, based on da~a  from 1921-1995.The Dyess area expects to experience such violent 
tornadoes 20-30 timcs per millennium, while the Ellsworth area expects such tornadoes 
less than 5 times per millennium. Thus the fiequcncy of violent tornadoes is low in both 
areas, but is 5 to 6 times more likely around Dyess than around Ellsworth. 

'Historically, neither base has had any tornado pass directly over it, in the 5Wyear 
lifetimes of these bases. Orr, in the article cited above, points out that between 1950 and 
2002, two strong tornadoes passed withm 40 miles of Ellsworth, while 10 strong 
tornadoes passed within 40 miles of Dyess. Using this view, the frequency of strong 
tornadoes 5 timcs higher at Dyess than Ellsworth. 

Looking at these statistics another way, the climatological chance 01 seeing a violent 
tornado near Dyess, over a 20 year period, is 46%. At Ellsworth, the probability is less 
than 10%. The chance of a violent tornado intercepting either base perimeter whilc on 
the ground will be small fi-adions of these percentages, and at Ellsworth at least: such a 
probability is negligible. 
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Summary 

Severe weather in general is more than twice as probable around Dyess AFB compared to 
Ellsworth AFB. The two areas differ proportionally the most in tornado frequency, by 
more than a factor of two for all tornadoes, and a factor of 5 to 6 for violent tornadoes. 
Damaging straight-line winds and damaging hail each occur on the average every year at 
both bases, at least once at Ellsworth and more than twice at Dyess. Very high winds 
occur on the average once every other ycar at Ellsworth, and once per year at Dyess. 
Very large hail occurs a little more often than oncc per year at Ellsworth nnd about 2 !4 
times per year at Dyess. 
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Addendum 

It would be usehl to provide information on damage experience during actual cases of 
sevcre weather near or at Air Force bases. However, we don't know how to reliably and 
quickly find damage statistics. By chance, we found information on one relatively famous 
case. 

The following damage account refers to an Olclahoma base, and comes from Galway 
(1992): 

20 March 1948 - A tornado struck Tinker MB near Oklahoma City, destroying 
32 military aircraft and damaging many structures on the base. 

Bomar (1995), pg 237, provides a list of 'knost memorable tornado" events in Texas. 
From among them, events near towns with air bases at the time were selected. Perhaps 
someone with access to military records, or possibly through a search of local newspaper 
accounts, can find information on damage at the affected bases. 

11 May 1953 - There was a v q  damaging tornado outbreak around Waco, TX 
and nearby Connally AFB . 

3 April 1964 - L a r ~ e  tornado outbreak near Wichita Falls and Sheppard AFB 

I0 April 1979 - Another large tornado outbreak near Wichita Falls and Sheppard 
AFB. 

From a web posting by Luchtzak Aviation ( htt~://www.l~~htzak.be/~osttl0079.html) : 

Hail caused moderate to severe damage to 96 of 121 TH-57 helicopters and 50 of 15 1 
T-24's at Whiting Naval Air Station ill Florida. In addition, buildings were damaged. 
Total damage was estimated to be at least $2.1 M. 

The point is that weather hazards are going to cause damage and that weathcr damage 
losses are part of the cost of doing business at these bases. Were weather-related damage 
costs included in the Air Force analysis of thc c o s ~  of doing business at Dyess and 
El 1 sworth? 
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A Comparison of Severe Weather Events in the Proximity of 
Dyess ARB and Ellsworth ARB 

Chris S. Orr 
Cerrfled Condting iWereorologist 

Rapid Wea~her/Meieorology Trainfng Center, Rapid City, Sourh Dukoru 57701 

July 19,2005 

I. Introduction. 
Severe thunderstonns affect every state but are most common across the central and 
southern plains. Large hail, damaging wind and tornadoes do significant damage - often 
irreparable damage - to such an exlent that the primaq function of government weather 
services is to forecast and warn of these events. 

The 2005 Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC 2005) commission is considering the 
U.S. Department or  Defense recommendation to consolidate B1 bombers at one Air 
Force base. This study was undertaken to determine if there i s  an appreciable dirrerence 
between the number of severe weathcr events at and near Dyes  AFB (Texas) and 
Ellsworth MB (South Dakota). The current BRAC 2005 recommendation is to move 
Ellsworth's operalions to Dyess. 

Analysis of significant severe weather reports shows that the incident of large hail, 
damaging wind and tornadoes is much greatcr at Dyess than at Ellsworth. 

11. Selection of Data. 
Severe thunderstorms are defined as those thundnsto'ms producing 0.75 inch diameter 
hail or larger, wind in excess of 58 mph, a tornado, or any combination thereof. The 
likelihood of damage and casualties increases as the diameter of hail, wind velocity and 
the stren-olh of tornadoes increases. Ths paper narrows the definition of a severe 
th~derstorrn to include F2 or stronger tornadoes, wind greater than 75 mph and hail at 
least 2.5 inches in diameter, events that cause significant - if not catastrophic - damage. 

Ellsworth AFB i s  located in south cent~al Meade County (South Dakota), near the border 
of Pennington County. Dyess AFB is located in northeast Taylor County (Texas), near 
Jones, Cailahan and Shackelford counties. 

Since both bases are located near the borders of their respective counties, we decided to 
include data for adjacent counties. Thus, data for Meadc and Pennington counties are 
used for Ellsworth while data for Taylor and Jones counties are used for Dyess. The 
incident of severe weather increases east of Taylor and Jones counlies, so the inclusion of 
data for Callahan and Sbackelford would enhance the threat of severe weather in and near 
Dyess. Our use of Jones County instead of Cdlahan or Shackelford only serves to skew 
the data toward a smaller risk of severe weather when paired with TayIor Coumy. 
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111. Raw Data. 
The National Climatic Data Center storm database was queried l.bt official, validated 
severe weather reports meeting our criteria. The folIowing table shows the raw number of 
hail, tornado and wind g s t  reports for each county from January 1, 1950 to April 30, 
2005. 

Reports of Wind Reports of Hail 
County County area in All tornado F2 or greater 65 C/5 2.5 inches in 

square miles reports tornado reports mph) or greater diameter or 
greater 

Pennington 2,776 39 ' 3 34 30 
SD 
Meade SO 3,47 1 38 5 2 1 1 8 
Taylor TX 91 6 59 ; 1 1  12 20 
Jones TX 931 71 18 15 32 
Figure 1. Raw severr wmthcr rcports for Pennington and Mcade counties (SO) and Taylor turd Jones counties (TX). 
Data firom the U.S. Depsmcnt  of Conunerce, National Oc~~vl ic  and Armspheric AdministMtion, Narional Climatic 
Dsta Ccnrm, Arheville NC. 

The raw numbers appear to show a higher number of tornadoes and large hail in the 
Texas counties but a lower number of high wind events. However, when the data is 
normalized lo incident per square mile, Taylor and Jones cou~llies clearly have a higher 
incidence across thc board. 

IV. Normalized Data 
As can be seen in Figure 1, the size of the selected counties is not equal. To make more 
sense of lhe information, each category has been normalized to the size of the counties. 
The following tablc shows the data normalized to the area of the countics. 

Reparts of Wind Reports of Hail 
County County area in All tornado F2 or greater 6S knots (15 2.5 inches in 

squarb miles r e y *  tornado reports mph) greater diameter or 
I greater 

Pennington 2.776 0.014 , 0.001 0.012 0.01 1 
SD 
~ e a d e  SD 3,471 0.012 j 0.001 0.006 0.005 
Taylor TX 916 0.064 0.012 0.013 0.022 
Jones TX 93 1 0.076 ' 0.019 0.01 6 0.034 
Figure 2. Normalized severr \uwhcr rcpom for Pennington snd Meadc counties (SD) and Taylor and Jones counries 
(TX). Data from rhe US. Depmmmt of Commerce, Na~ionill Ocanic and Annospheric Adminichation. N a t i o ~ d  
Climatic Date Ccnrer. ~sheville NC. 
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We can then compare the area of the two Air Force bases to the incidents in each county. 
Dyess AFB includes 9.56 squarc miles and Ellsworth covers 8.46 square miles. 

~eports of Hall 
All tornado Of Wind 2.5 inches i n  

County Ah Force base 
reports 

F2 Or greater 65 knots (75 tornado reports mph, or diameter or 
greater 

Pennington Ellsworth 0.718 0.008 0.101 
SD 

0.093 

Meade SO Ellsworth 0.101 0.008 0.051 0.042 
Taylor TX Dyess 0.61 2 0.101 0.124 0.21 0 
Jones TX D yess 0.727 0.182 0.153 0.325 
Figure 3. Normalird severe wathcr repons for Penninbqon Meade counties (SD) snd Taylor snd Jones counries 
(TX) convcrtrd ro the area of Ellsworth AFB and Dyess AFB, rcspcctively. Dara from the U.S. D c p m e n r  of 
Cornmcrcc. Nstlonal Oceanic and Almosphcric Adnhistrarion, Nstiowl Clinntic Dara C~nLrr, Ashcville NC. 

V. Analysis and Conclusion 

Once the data is normalized it is clear that there is a significantly greater risk of severe 
weather at Dyess AFB. There is roughly a 6 times greater risk of a tornado at Dyess, the 
risk of hail 2.5 inches in diameter or greater nearly 5 times greater at Dyess than 
Ellsworth, but the risk of willcis of 75mph or greater is only twice as much ar Dyess than 
EllsworLh. 

The most increasing comparison is the 12 times greater risk of an F2 or greater tornado at 
Dyess while the overall risk of tornadoes of all strengths is about 6 times greater. 

The greater risk of tornadoes is borne out in this illustration of what is typically thought 
of as "tornado alley". 
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Thc map below indicates the numba of days per millennium with a F4 or greater violent 
tornado. Note that the rcgon aroulld Dyess has a far greater risk than the region around 
Ellsw orth 
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Graphically, the probability of a violent tornado at Dyes  during the course of a year is: 
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aLii&iasdli Day of Year 

While at Ellsworth: 

The probability of hail at Dyess is illustrated on an annual basis by this chart 
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and Ellsworth by 
Hel l  tlmu~l Cycle 

and the risk of hail 2 inches in diaolerer or seater is approximately doubled a1 Dyess (2 
to 3 days per year with hail meeting the criteria) when oompared to Ellsworth (less than 1 
day per v e a l  

The conclusion born the analysis of validated severe weather reports is that Dyess AFB 
has a far greater risk of large hail of all sizes and tornadoes of all types when compared to 
Ellsworth AFB. The risk of wind gusts of 75mph or greater, while doubled at Dyess, is 
small in comparison to the substantially greater threat of large hail and tornadoes - 
patioularly significant (F2 and greater) tornadoes. Clearly, the risk of a catastrophio 
severe thunderstorm is much higher at Dyess, threatening, personnel, equipment and 
facilities. 
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